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What happens when a brand name goes generic? It can be really tempting, especially when you know or someone tells
you that the medication did just the trick with that somebody else. For all the other drugs, if you switch and you have
mild symptoms, there is a chance that those things will resolve and you should stay the course. What is the difference
between generics and brand names? So while the average patient does as well, not everyone will. Read more from
Grandparents. The Food and Drug Administration has very strict criteria so over-the-counter store brands must achieve
very similar blood concentrations as name brands. Why throw away money to get a brand name when the generic will
give you what you need for a fraction of the cost? So yes, they are very similar in terms of the active ingredient. Inactive
ingredients are those that have nothing to do with the therapeutic action of the drug; binding materials, dyes,
preservatives, and flavoring agents. So, will you always achieve the same effect with a generic as with a brand name?
The use of generic drugs is expected to grow over the next few years as a number of popular drugs come off patent
through Insurance companies may stipulate that you get a lower co-pay with generic than with a brand name even if
brand name is less expensive. Do generics have to have the same recipe, effect, side effects? According to the IMS
Institute for Healthcare Informatics , generics have saved Americans one trillion dollars in health care savings over the
past decade--a current rate of more than one billion dollars in savings every other day. You can take it to the bank that
that does not vary. Medications for seizures, heart arrhythmias, thyroid hormone, warfarin blood thinner , and lithium
are all NTIs.Sep 6, - The FDA regulations ensure that these will not be significant to the majority of users, but allergies
to different inactive ingredients or different time release mechanisms can have a significant effect on some users. Often
(as is the case with bupropion) there are multiple generics, and if one doesn't perform as. Oct 10, - The FDA announced
last week that the mg generic version of Wellbutrin XL manufactured by Impax Laboratories IPXL +0% And this wasn't
just a problem with one batch this is a problem that has been going on with this particular drug for four or five years,
and the FDA did everything it could to. Jun 26, - In , the first year generic versions of Cymbalta were on the market, the
FDA received complaints from patients who switched, or from their But Joe Graedon, who heads an online pharmacy
forum called The People's Pharmacy, warned the FDA about problems with generic Wellbutrin at the time. Mar 17, News stories are circulating the Internet alleging that the Food and Drug Administration reversed course on a ruling that
two generic forms of the prescription anti-depressant drug Wellbutrin were the same as the original. Sep 24, - But after
taking Budeprion XL , a generic form of brand-name Wellbutrin XL, Lynn, who is from New York, said she noticed
over time that the drug wasn't The FDA mandates that generic forms of prescription medication contain the same active
ingredient as the brand name, but the agency allows the. Apr 15, - The drug Richards took is Teva Pharmaceutical
USA's milligram version of extended-release buproprion -- an antidepressant better known by its brand name,
Wellbutrin XL. Shortly after Teva's generic Wellbutrin was approved by the FDA in , patients began to complain that
the drug wasn't. Oct 3, - The FDA is withdrawing approval of the highest-strength generic version of the antidepressant
Wellbutrin, marketed by a unit of Teva Pharmaceuticals, marketed by Teva Pharmaceuticals USA Inc., "is not
therapeutically equivalent to Wellbutrin XL mg" or the extended-release version of Wellbutrin. Aug 23, - Mylan
($MYL) and Par Pharmaceutical this week said they have made it through FDA scrutiny of their generics of
antidepressant Wellbutrin XL in a regulatory episode that has reignited debate over the quality of generics versus
branded drugs. The generics makers said the FDA approved their. Oct 4, - In its October report "Wellbutrin vs. Generic
Bupropion," unahistoriafantastica.com noted that while Wellbutrin XL, a high-dose, once-a-day, special
extended-release formula, gradually released its active ingredient, Budeprion XL released a large early burst of
ingredient. In the first two hours of a dissolution. Sep 3, - On October 3, , the FDA announced that it was asking Teva
Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc., to remove its generic version of Wellbutrin XL from the market. He says many of the
generics are not absorbed or metabolized at the same rate as the brand name drugs, so you can get unpredictable effects.
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